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CAPTION NEEDED



One of the dominant clubs in Grahamstown, Rainbows was formed in
the 1930s. Its management boasted of the greats of Grahamstown
rugby administrators including Yank Stuurman and Baai Daniels and
Arwie Peterson.

Rainbows rivalled Swallows and Universals for the distinction of the best
team in town. The rivalry was so intense that it was not uncommon for
their games to be marred by physical fighting among the players. The worst
incident of fighting, which former players still recall to this day, occurred
during a game against Swallows. It was sparked by Patrick Heemro’s elbow
tackle on Micky Plaatje.

Rainbows was more than just a rugby team, but it embodied a strong
community spirit. The community got involved in the major tournaments
that were often held over the long easter week-end. These involved teams
from neighbouring towns such as Port Elizabeth, East London and Cradock.
Residents opened up their homes to the visitors not only to stay, but also
provided them with meals throughout the duration of the tournament.
In the between the rugby, a dance was hosted on Saturday night, whose
proceeds were donated towards the Rugby Board. The tournaments ended
on a Monday after the final.

Though enjoying immense community support, the team, like most amateur
teams, was in financial dire-straits. This made players and administrators
vulnerable to outside financial offers, even to the detriment of the team.
Offers of a new kit and money by a rival body – Federation – saw the team
split into the two, leaving the original team tremendously weakened.

The split marked the beginning of the end for Rainbows. This was accelerated
by a power-struggle between its ambitious and powerful administrators,
Oerson and Gabriel. Both vied for the position of club president.
This divided the team into two camps, in support of either contender.
Some players simply stopped playing, whilst others left for more stable
teams. The team eventually decided to merge with Universals to form the
Universal Rainbows.
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